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With the proliferation oftravel sites on the Internet, Pandora's box has opened up
to the traveling public, providing a myriad ofoptions to choose from. Should the
consumer use the traditional methods ofbooking airline tickets through a travel agency or
airline reservation center to get the best price? Or should they take advantage ofthe tools
available on the Internet to book directly on one ofthe many travel sites available today?
Airfares historically have been complex for the general public to understand and
decipher. Why are there seventy published fares for travel between Rochester, NY and
LosAngeles, CA? Have you ever called the airline for a price quote one day and call
back the next, and the original fare is no longer valid? How many times has the person
sitting across from you on the aircraft paid less for his ticket?
Will the travel sites on the Internet usurp the traditional CRSs? What role will the
travel agent play in the future?What value does a he bring to the customer?Which
customers will continue to book with the help of a travel professional and who will tackle
this process on their own?
Airline seat inventory and pricing are dynamic components in the travel industry.
There are routinely over 220,000 fare changes daily and the seat availability for the
different fare levels changes instantaneously. The goal ofthe airlines is to sell the seats




that meets all ofhis needs for air travel. This may be inclusive ofprice,
scheduling, airline preference, aircraft configuration, or a combination thereof.
In the traditional travel industry environment, the computer reservation system
(CRS) platform has been used by travel professionals to procure airline pricing and
scheduling information. The systems are based on cryptic formats that are difficult to use
and available only to airline personnel and travel agents. The advent ofthe Internet has
propelled the general public into becoming more educated and provides it with the
accessibility to information that previouslywas available only through airline reservation
offices and travel agencies.
This studywill compare pricing ofthe same itinerary from both the traditional
computer reservation system (CRS) and a web-based travel site on the Internet. From the
results ofthe research, recommendationswill be provided.
Problem Statement
The scope ofthe problem is a comparative study on costs for the traveling public
using an Internet travel site versus the traditional CRS. Since the Internet is a relatively
new distribution channel for airline tickets, there are no models established that clearly
state which mode ofrequesting airline tickets best accommodates the pricing criteria for
the "best deal". Acknowledging that the "best
deal"
for the consumer is a personal
interpretation, which may be influenced by price, schedules, or airline preference, this
studywill strictly look at price differences between one CRS and one Internet travel site.
The other factors may come into play in the final decision process and these will be
discussed in the recommendation section ofthis study.
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Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study is to provide a cost comparison between bookings made
through the Computer Reservation System (Sabre) versus a web agency (Travelocity). If
there is a cost benefit to using one distribution channel over the other for pricing, there
may be other issues beyond pricing that may influence the long-term relationship
between the airlines and their customers that will need to be researched.
Background
Airfares are a topic ofconversation aroundmany discussion tables, both in
business and personal realms. Everyone wants the "best deal". The complexity ofairline
pricing and the drastic differences in fares for the same itinerary, booked at the same
times through two different distribution channels is part ofthe intrigue for my study.
The travel industry has shown strong growth in the e-commerce arena. It only
lags behind computers and books in sales today on the Internet. Airline tickets are
quickly becoming the largest commerce market on theWeb, according to Jupiter
Communications, Inc. PhoCusWright predicts that airline bookings will exceed $99
Billion in revenues by 2001. What will this do to the traditional travel distribution
channels share in bookings?Will the consumer be getting the best deal?
Through the use ofhistorical data and trends, along with sophisticated revenue
management software applications, the airlines strive to receive the biggest return they
can at the same time fill the aircraft to its capacitywith the highest yielding passengers
the market will bear. Up until the introduction ofthe Internet, the primary means of
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distributing airline booking information was either through the
airlines'
reservations
centers or through the use of a traditional travel agent.
This study will provide a cost comparison between the Sabre computer
reservation system and Travelocity, an Internet travel site that was created by Sabre.
Methodology
As a base for the research, the Sabre reservation system was used as the computer
reservation system for travel agent information; Travelocitywas theWeb site used for
Internet information. These two systems were chosen for this study for several key
reasons.
Sabre is theworld's largest civilian database in the world, and the leading travel-
reservation system used by travel agents around the world. It offers information and
booking capability for over 420 airlines, 50 car rental agencies, and 47,000 hotel
properties worldwide. It was originally developed by AmericanAirlines in the late
1950's through a chance meeting betweenAmerican
Airlines'
then president and an IBM
sales manager. The first Sabre CRT was installed in an American
Airlines'
reservation
office in the early 1960's, and in 1976, Sabre was available for use by the travel agency
corxununity. Today, approximately 45% ofU.S. travel agencies book reservations
through Sabre, with more than 30,000 agents in more than 70 other countries using the
system too. The historical consistency ofSabre and its database that has evolved over the
years brings credibility to its data and an increased validity ofthe observations in this
study.
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Travelocity,www.travelocity.com, a web-based company debuting in 1996, is
70% owned by Sabre (the principal CRS) and is 80% publicly held. According to NPD
Online Research Group, Travelocity is one ofthe most frequently visited online travel
sites. With the acquisition ofPreview Travel and its roughly $400 Million in gross sales,
Travelocity moved into the ranks ofbillion-dollar agencies, with gross retail sales of$1.2
billion; ARC sales from the site were $22.9 million in 1999. In 2000, it was ranked as the
8th
largest travel agency in the United States. Travelocity shares the same database as
Sabre with access to over 400 airlines, 50 car rental agencies , and over 47,000 hotel
properties.
Because both systems are under the same corporate umbrella, this has allowed me
to control the research for comparison purposes.
Data will be complied with a gap analysis used as the tool in the process,
comparing prices found in Travelocity versus Sabre for the same itinerary, same flights,
on the same day oftravel
Literature review
Research will include sources from the Sabre archives, internet-based travel sites,
periodicals and trade articles on airline distribution, as well as from the Sabre computer
reservation system.
Hypothesis
It is expected that this study will identify gaps between airline booking prices
made through the traditional travel agency and through the Internet, based in part by
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dynamic fluctuations in seat inventory, as well as availability of seats in those pricing
categories.
Definitions
City-Pairs - the term used when describing the departure and arrival cities for an air
itinerary
CRS - computer reservation system, today referred to as a GDS, global distribution
system
Gap Analysis - a tool to measure comparative deficits
Interline Agreement - an agreement between two ormore airlines to allow transfer of
baggage and passengers without additional costs
Sabre -travel-related computer reservation system




an Internet travel site owned and operated by Sabre
Web agency
-
a travel agency established on the Internet for the purpose of selling travel
related products to the public.
Assumption
Airline distribution channels are constantly changing with the help oftechnology.
The Internet will play a bigger role in the future ofairline ticket distribution. As
technologies becomes faster and better, the consumer will becomes more comfortable in
using theWeb not only for looking, but for booking airline tickets.
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Although the Internet will offer some exclusive pricing options, there may be
times that a traveler is better offdealing with an experienced travel agent.
Scope and Limitation
The study will look at airline bookings only through the Sabre reservation system
and one ofthe major Internet travel sites, Travelocity. The itineraries requested will be
both for domestic and international destinations, with no preference to specific carrier.
The study will analyze cost comparison, disregarding travel time and convenience of
schedule.
Limitations may include the number of itineraries reviewed, the time to conduct
the research, the systems and sites selected for the study, as well as the interpretation of
the data.
Procedures
Background will be provided to lay the groundwork ofhow airline tickets are
priced through Sabre and Travelocity. The studywill be conducted real-time with each
itinerary priced in each ofthe systems and then charted, compared and analyzed.
The results will be tabulated resulting in a gap analysis between the findings.
Long Range Consequences
Should the findings ofthe study show significant gaps in the pricing results,
recommendations as to why there are variances will be provided as well as further
analysis may have to be done to uncover other reasons behind the differences.





Consumers today can now look and book directly on the Internet, without the
intervention of a third party, which may influence their decision. According to
PhoCusWright, an independent strategy and research company for the online Internet
travel marketplace, only 3% oftravel is currently booked online today. However, that
figure will grow to 8% by 2001. Twenty-seven million people shopped online for travel
services in 1999, eleven million people currently book travel online but this is just the
beginning for some phenomenal growth on the Net. From a revenue perspective, the
online travel market reached $7 billion in 1999 and is expected to hit $20.2 billion in
2001.
Online travel agencies, such as Travelocity, comprise 52% ofthe market. Travel
purchases through the Internet are here to stay, and online travel agencieswill play a
significant role in the distribution oftravel-related products on the web. Online travel
agency sales will reach $10.6 billion in 2001, up 194% from $3.6 billion in 1999. A
surprising fact is that the top five online agencies were not travel agencies
pre-Internet.
Travelocity merged with Preview Travel earlier in 2000, creating the largest online travel
service with combined 1999 bookings ofmore than $1 billion.
Travelocity uses the Sabre reservation system as its host database to provide
airline schedules and pricing. This study compares prices for the same itinerary requested
first in Travelocity and then through the Sabre reservation system to compare pricing
differences and determines any trends in these discrepancies.
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The convenience ofthe Internet, along with 24-hour accessibility offers
consumers the flexibility to look and book anytime. The potential growth for online travel
is unprecedented, and with that those companies that can build consumer recognition and
confidence will win.
The projectedAirline Internet Gross Bookings between 1998 and 2001 are
indicated in Table 2.1 below, provided by The PhoCusWright Yearbook 1999, a report on
U.S.-based on-line and Internet travel businesses, published by PhoCusWright in
Sherman, Conn.
Table 2.1
Airlines Internet Gross Bookings*
1998, 1999, and projected 2000-2001 (in Billions ofDollars)
1998 1999 2000 2001
Through airlineWeb sites $.788 $2.31 $4.1 $5.9
Through on-line agencies $.962 $2.76 $4.8 $6.85
Total Internet airline bookings $1.75 $5.06 $8.9 $12.75
Percentage oftotal airline
bookings**
1.9% 5.4% 9.3% 12.9%
Total airline
bookings** $90 $93 $96 $99
Percentage oftotal on-line travel
market 68.5% 72.6% 69.1% 63%
Total on-line travel market $2.56 $6.97 $12.88 $20.23
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*Retail value of fares booked on the Internet. Figures include consumer-direct and
agency usage but exclude revenues from corporate on-line booking systems like Sabre
BTS.
**Revenue and forecasts are PhoCusWright estimates based on information supplied by
Business Travel News (Miller Freeman) in New York.
A survey by PhoCusWright found that among online travelers, price is the
motivating factor for purchasing airline tickets online. Below in Table 2.2 are the
findings from the study.
Table 2.2
Most Important Factors when buying airline tickets
Price 61%
Getting best connections 15%
Using preferred airline 15%
Other 9%
Source: PhoCusWright
It is believed that due to the consumer's preference for price, travel agencies have
the edge over
suppliers'
websiteswhen it comes to serving the online customer. The
online travel agencies can offer multiple airline prices for the same destination, allowing
the customer to choose what is best for him or her, as well as offer comprehensive
packages for other travel-related products.
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Although the consumer may not always expect a lower price when buying travel
online, they expect to get comprehensive information to make a sound decision factoring
in both price and value. PhoCusWright also found that price is the best way to attract new
customers. 64% ofthe people polled said that saving money would make themmore
interested in buying online. No other advantage, saving time, getting bonus miles, taking
control, obtaining better information, got close to the level ofresponse saving money did.
Airlines have followed the trend towards outsourcing ofthe sales and distribution
oftheir products. Travel agencies have always played a key role in the distribution of
airline tickets. With the advent ofthe Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, along with the
liberalization ofmany bilateral aviation agreements between the U.S. and other countries
in the 1980s, the results were more competition and complex fare structures. These
results favored the use oftravel agents to assist passengers in weeding through the
quagmire ofpricing complexitieswhen making travel plans. In 1976, 40% of all airline
tickets issued in the U.S. were written by travel agents. This figure grew to more than
80% by 1985.
Historically, travel agents have been paid a commission by the airlines to promote
and sell their products. The U.S. airlines spend currently approximately $6.4 billion
annually on travel agent commissions. There is a strong need ofthe airlines to control
commission costs, since they are the fourth largest operating expense for the carriers,
behind labor, fuel, and maintenance. Travel agencies, unfortunately operate on very
narrow profit margins, with many agencies barely profitable at all. Airline commission
payments peaked at 10% prior to the commission caps in 1995. Delta Airlineswas the
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first to implement a $50 roundtrip cap for any domestic airline ticket. Within two years,
international tickets were capped to $100 for any roundtrip international airline ticket. An
agency that used to make $500 on a $5,000 Business Class ticket to Europe now earns
$100. This loss in revenue has forced many agencies to reengineer how they operate or
close altogether.
A key factor in the travel agency decision making is commission overrides. A
survey conducted for U.S. travel agencies found that 24% usually chose a particular
carrier for their clients in order to receive the override commission. Twenty-seven
percent sometimes made their choice based on overrides. This represents 51% of all
bookingsmade through U.S. travel agencies being influenced by commission overrides.
Computer reservation systems (CRSs) are the leading distribution tool for the
airlines. Originally the CRSswere created and owned by the major carriers. Sabre was
developed for American Airlines, Apollo was United Airlines database, Systemone was
Eastern
Airlines'
system and PARS was used by TWA. Travel agencies signed contracts
with a particular CRS to use as their tool to sell primarily the sponsor
carriers'
products
and services, and secondarily sell other carriers and travel related vendors products.
Government regulation became necessary in the early 1980s to ensure that the flights
listed in the CRSs and presented on the travel agent's screen were unbiased in the display
ofcarrier schedules.
Attracting and growing the number ofcustomers is all-important for the airlines.
The assistance oftravel agents is still needed today, but the carriers are looking at other
ways to find and
"own"
the traveler. Frequent flyer programswere created to establish
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loyalty among passengers and ultimately to reduce the need for the travel agent in the
selling process. These loyalty programs are very successful, with many travelers making
multiple connections versus traveling direct inorder to stay on their carrier ofchoice to
earn their miles. The information that the airlines capture through their frequent flier




The Internet has been the most critical in getting to know and touch the customer
directly. Through their websites, the carriers can communicate directlywith their
frequent fliers, offering enhanced product services that theywere not able to do in the
past, nor could offer through a travel agency. American Airlines offers its frequent
travelers an electronic ail message weekly that provides special discounts to particular
destinations. Travel agencies, as well, are using the Internet to enhance their offerings in
trying to reach more customers. The airlines, realizing the cost savings advantage ofthe




To establish a consistent and uniform output ofthe fare comparison information,
certain procedures that will be described in the following section were followed. Before
these are detailed, I would like to brief the reader on procedural facts.
In the Sabre CRS, there is the ability to do a Shopper's Fare Quote for a particular
destination but the display does not necessarily indicate that that particular class of
service is available on the date and at the time the customer wishes to travel. A sample
Shopper's Fare Quote is provided below in Table 3.1 for a trip between Rochester, NY




AA 0/0/16 CO 0/0/7 DL 0/0/3 NW 0/0/5
UA 0/0/12 US 0/0/11
PSGR FACILITY CHARGES MAY APPLY - ENTER PXCHELP
PUBLISHED SELLING CURRENCY USD
F/B O/W R/T CXRS EFF EXP TKT
1 NE0HOLAN 439.00 AA - 7JL -
2 NE0HOLAN 439.00 AA - 7JL -
3 NE14NR 508.00 AA - - -
4 ME14N 508.00 US - - -
5 KE14NR 508.00 DL - - -
6 Q21ESNR 675.00 AA - - -
7 HOE21NQ 675.00 UA - - -
8 BSE21BNN 675.00 US - - -
9 KOE21IP 675.00 CO - - -
10 BES21BN 675.00 NW - - -
11 QES21NN 675.00 DL - - -
12 Q21ENR 729.00 AA - - -
13 HE21NQ 729.00 UA
- - -
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14 BE21NN 729.00 US
15 KE21IP 729.00 CO
16 BE21NR 729.00 NW
17 QE21NN 729.00 DL
18 M14ESNR 896.00 AA
19 MOE14NQ 896.00 UA
20 BSE14BNN 896.00 US
21 HOE14IP 896.00 CO
22 YES14BN 896.00 NW
23 HES14NN 896.00 DL
24 M14ENR 970.00 AA
25 ME14NQ 970.00 UA
26 BE14NN 970.00 US
27 HE14IP 970.00 CO
28 YE14NR 970.00 NW
29 HE14NN 970.00 DL
30 HE21NR 1141.00 AA
31 ME21NR 1 141.00 DL
32 M10E1N 121 1.00 AA
33 ME101N 1211.00 UA
34 BE101N 1211.00 US
35 H10R1IP 1211.00 CO
36 Y10BIZN 121 1.00 NW
37 M10BIZNR 1211.00 DL
38 YR14ENR 1352.00 NW
39 ME14NR 1352.00 DL
40 Y26UP 1006.00 2012.00 AA
41 Y26 1006.00 2012.00 AA
42 BUA 1006.00 N/A UA
43 B4AUS 1006.00 2012.00 US
44 A4COACH 1006.00 2012.00 US
45 Y8 1006.00 2012.00 CO
46 D8 1006.00 2012.00 CO
47 YUP 1006.00 2012.00 NW
48 D06 1006.00 2012.00 DL
49 Y06 1006.00 2012.00 DL
50 A06 1006.00 2012.00 DL
51 B26 1007.00 2014.00NW
52 YUA 1106.00 N/A UA
53 Y8P 1106.00 2212.00 US
54 A8 1256.00 2512.00 CO
55 C06 1256.00 2512.00 DL
56 F06 1256.00 2512.00 DL
57 J06 1256.00 2512.00 DL















59 F8 1356.00 2712.00 US















As shown above, there are over 70 fares available in Sabre on the various carriers
for travel between Rochester, NY and Los Angeles, CA. The list is produced in
ascending order ofprice and descending order of restrictions. This means that the lowest
airfares will also have the most restrictions, such as requiring an advance purchase,
minimum and/or maximum stay, and travel expiration dates. How does an individual
knowwhich price best suites their needs for travel? The fare basis code (i.e.
NE0HOLAN) has rales attached that the airline reservationist or travel agent decodes for
the client.
A travel agent may ask the client formore specific information, such as date of
travel ifthey would accept some restrictions to travel connecting city, and/or preferred





ORG-ROC DST-LAX TRIP-OUTBOUND CXR-AA 15SEP00 USD
THE FOLLOWING CARRIERS ALSO PUBLISH FARES ROC-LAX:
CO DL HP NW TW UA US
7.5 PERCENT TAXES INCLUDED-USE FT FOR BREAKDOWN-SEE
N*/USTAX1
SEGMENT TAXES NOT INCLUDED SEE N*/USTAX2
PSGR FACILITY CHARGES MAY APPLY-ENTER PXCHELP
ALL FEES/SVC CHARGES NOT INCLUDED UNTIL ITINERARY PRICED
QTE F/B BK FARE EFF EXP TKT APMIN/MAX RTG
1 - F26 F X 1452.00 / - 2
2 - Y26 Y X 1006.00 / - 2
3 - Q21ENR QR 729.00 - - - $$ SUN/ 30 2
4 - Q21ESNR QR 675.00 - - - JJSUN/30 2
5 - NE14NR N R 508.00 - - - %% SUN/ 30 2
6 - HE21NR HR 1141.00 - - - JJSUN/30 2
7 - M10E1N MR 1211.00 - - - JJ 1/30 2
8 - M14ENR M R 970.00 - - - }{ SUN/ 30 2
9 - M14ESNR MR 896.00 - - - J$ SUN/ 30 2
10 - Y26UP AX 1006.00 / - 514
11 - P26 PX 2081.00 / - 531
12 - J26 JX 1452.00 / - 531
2 BOS CHI DEN DFW LAS NYC RNO SFO SJC
514CHIDFW
TRAVELMUST BE VIA DFW/CHIJ
531 MUST BE VIA NYC
JEND OF SCROLLS
In the above example, by requesting specific criteria, the choices are reduced to
twelve airfares. The NE0HOLAN fare basis with an airfare of$439.00 is not even
displayed, for ticketing and travel needed to be completed by July 7, 2000.
Prior to making a booking in Sabre, the agent must request the availability of
flights and seats for the client. The format and display below in Table 3.3 shows a sample
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request for travel between Rochester, NY and LosAngeles, CA for travel on September
15, 2000 with a desired departure at 700am.
Table 3.3
115SEPROCLAX7A
15SEP FRI ROC/EDT LAX/PDT-3
FORMORE AVAILABILITY SEE - BUR LAX ONT SNA
1 1651F7A7Y7B7H7M7Q7ROCORD8 713A 757AS80V/0/E
K7 N7 V7W7 07 S7 L0
2 485 F7 A7 Y7 B7 H7 M7 Q7 LAX 8 914A 1140A 738 B/V 0 IE
K7 N7 V7W7 07 S7 L0
3 1651F7A7Y7B7H7M7Q7ROCORD8 713A 757AS80V/0/E
K7 N7 V7 W7 07 S7 L7
4 579 F7 A7 Y7 B7 H7 M7 Q7 LAX 7 1010A 1231P 738 L 0/E
K7 N7 V7 W7 07 S7 L7
5 1033 F7 A7 Y7 B7 H7M7 Q7 ROCORD 8 1017A 1058A S80 S/ 0 IE
K7 N7 V7 W7 07 S7 LO
6 1183 F7 A7 Y7 B7 H7 M7 Q7 LAX 5 1144A 206P 738 L 0 IE
K7 N7 V7 W7 07 S7 LO
To simplify the
decision-
making process for the client, travel agents may also
subscribe to an enhanced software program called Bargain Finder Plus, which allows the
system to offer alternative itineraries to the same destination on the same day. It will look
at the lowest logical airfares available through various connecting cities, on various
airlines and at various times throughout the day.
In all the samples above, the control is in the hands ofthe travel agent making the
reservation. He or she can very easily sway the customer to book a flight on a carrier with
preferred status with the agency as opposed to the best itinerary to meet the client's
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needs. A sample is provided below in Table 3.4, whereby a request is made for travel on
September 15, 2000 from Rochester, NY to Los Angeles, CA on United Airlines.
Table 3.4
1 15SEPROCLAX7AJUA
15SEP FRI ROC/EDT LAX/PDT-3
FORMORE AVAILABILITY SEE - BUR LAX ONT SNA
1UA 357 F4 Y4 B4 M4 H4 Q4 V4 ROCORD 7 645A 723A 72S S/ 0 XS
W4 A4 S4 T4 K4 L4 G4
2UA 103 F4 C4 D4 Y4 B4 M4 H4 LAX 6 830A 1053A 763 B 0
Q4 V4 WO A4 SO TO K0
3UA 1729 F4 Y4 B4 M4 H4 Q4 V4 ROCORD 6 800A 841A 72S S/ 0
WO A4 SO TO K0 LO GO
4UA 115F4C4D4Y4B4M4H4 LAX 3 930A 1149A 742 L 0
Q4 V4 WO A4 SO TO K0
5UA*7239 Y4 B4 M4 H4 Q4 V4 W4 ROCIAD 700A 830A J41 0
S4 T4 K4 L4 G4
OPERATED BY UNITED EXP/ATLANTIC COAST
6UA 185F4Y4B4M4H4Q4V4 LAX 8 920A 1144A 757BS 0
WO A4 SO TO K0 LO GO
Because ofthe cryptic and complex programming in the CRS displays for the
sake ofthe cost comparisons in this study, Travelocitywas used as the basis fromwhich
itinerary prices were to be compared in this study.
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Travelocity has a user-friendly graphical interface that allows the customer to
select departure and arrival cities on particular dates or ifpreferred, the system performs
a lowest fare search to the travel destination, regardless of carrier or travel date and time.
Illustration 3. 1 shows Travelocity's web page with the selection criteria the user can
choose from. When Book a Flight is requested, the system will display choices for the
user to work with based on lowest fare, date, time, or carrier preference.
Illustration 3.1
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For this study, the following screen in Illustration 3.2 was used to access the
Travelocity database for the pricing comparisons.
Illustration 3.2
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The user can then scroll up and down to choose which itinerary best suits
then-
needs as shown above in Illustration 3.3. There are alternate flights, carriers, and airports
to allow the consumer to make their decision.
Since the research ofthis studywas completed in
mid-June 2000, Travelocity has
already revamped the screen displays to
make it even easier for the user to choose how
and when theywant to travel, with price as a primary decision-making factor. See
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This improvement alone will make shopping and booking for travel itineraries
much easier for both the experienced and first timeWeb user.
During this study the following procedureswere established and maintained
during the entire data-gathering process.
The researcher went into Travelocity and requested a specific departure and
arrival city, along with a departure and arrival date within a
2-day travelwindow. When
the results were displayed, the airline with the lowest airfare was recorded along with its
price and departure time. The researcher thenwent into Sabre and requested the same
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city-pairs, at the same departure time, on the same carrier that Travelocity had provided.
Once displayed, the itinerarywas booked and priced in Sabre and then the results were
recorded. See Table 4. 1 in the Findings and Results for the details ofthis study.
One hundred and fifty domestic and international itinerarieswere priced in both
systems. Any airline displayed in Travelocity, including those not able to be booked in
Sabre were considered in this study.
The data was compiled and a comparison chart was created. Analysis ofthe




The cost comparisons between the itineraries priced in Travelocity and Sabre are
provided in Table 4. 1 below.
Table 4.1
City-Pair Travel Dates Airline Depart Travelocity Sabre Price Comments
Time Differences
ROC- June 5- UA 0650 $169 $434 -$265
ORD June 7
ROC- June 5- AA 0700 $853 $853 $0
LAX June 7
ROC- June 5- DL 0700 $1,185 $1,185 $0
SFO June 7
ROC- June 5- NW 0630 $1,286 $1,286 $0
DFW June 7
ROC- June 5- US 0700 $463 $463 $0
NYC June 7
ROC- June 5- AA 0615 $451 $451 $0
BOS June 7
ROC- June 5- CO 0630 $385 $385 $0
MIA June 7
ROC- June 5- UA 0700 $1,049 $903 $146
SEA June 7
ROC- June 5- DL 0600 $1,160 $1,160 $0
PDX June 7
ROC- June 5- DL 0705 $1,097 $1,097 $0
PHX June 7
ROC- June 5- AA 0615 $1,245 $1,245 $0
LHR June 7
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CO 0630 $1,972 $2,038 -$66
ROC- June 5-
FRA June 7




































































FL 0700 $282 $282 $0
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NW 0700 $2,916 $2,916 $0
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City-Pair Travel Dates Airline Depart
Time












































































UA 1100 $1,613 $1,613 $0
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UA 1100 $2,705 $2,705 $0
UA 1140 $1,176 $1,176 $0
AA 1635 $2,141 $2,141 $0
UA 2050 $975 $975
DL 0255 $391 $391
NW 1012 $469 $469
UA 0800 $338 $643
US 0635 $693 $693
NW 1012 $917 $917
DL 0855 $282 $282


















City-Pair Travel Dates Airline Depart Travelocity Sabre Price Comments
.
Time Differences




























AA 0800 $1,084 $1,084 $0







AA 0630 $311 $311
CO*
1735 $1,578 $2,628
US 0600 $457 $457
UA 0655 $259 $259
-$20
NW 0630 $1,917 $1,917 $0
TZ 0630 $502 $502 $0
F9 0905 $415 $415 $0
TZ 0630 $277 $277 $0































































0700 $99 $121 -$22 "Cannot be
booked in Sabre,





















F9 0700 $592 $592 $0
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N7 0655 $349 $349 $0
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N7 1445 $406 $406 $0
UA/F9*
0735 $628 $628 $0
UA 0900 $727 $727 $0
FL*
0600 $159 $361











*FL sold out in
Sabre




AA 0600 $1,768 $1,768 $0
COm/V 1120 $1,879 $2,009 -$130
-$1 299 *UA flight not
available in
Sabre
DL 1255 $2,128 $2,128 $0
AA//AZ 0906 $1,675 $1,675 $0



































JL 1430 $2,705 $2,705











AA/BA 1030 $1,747 $1,747 $0
CO 0615 $1,416 $1,745 -$329
UA 0800 $2,170 $2,170 $0
UA 0730 $2,307 $2,307 $0
UA 0730 $515 $515 $0
UA 0800 $188 $188 $0
DL 0635 $1,585 $1,605 -$20
UA 0723 $255 $255 $0
WN*
0715 $122 $131 -$9
CO 0630 $923 $923 $0




City-Pair Travel Dates Airline Depart Travelocity Sabre Price
Comments
Time Differences
SFO- June 20- UA 1000 $3,331 $2,080 $1,251
LHR June 22
SFO- June 20- DL 0635 $2,143 $2,143 $0
CDG June 22
SFO- June 20- NW 0820 $2,277 $2,277 $0
FRA June 22
SFO- June 20- UA 1000 $2,276 $2,276 $0
MUC June 22
SFO- June 20- DL 0810 $1,820 $1,820 $0
FCO June 22
SFO- June 20- UA 1125 $2,096 $2,096 $0
NRT June 22
SFO- June 20- UA 1340 $966 $966 $0
HKG June 22
SFO- June 20- AA 1230 $2,501 $2,501 $0
EZE June 22
SFO- June 20- CO 1500 $1,689 $2,725 -$1,036
SCL June 22
KEY:
Red Markings indicate Sabre had lower prices than
Travelocity with a total of 10 incidents.
Blue Markings indicate Travelocity had lower prices than
Sabre with a total of 45 incidents.
Out ofthe one hundred and fifty itineraries studied, forty-five of all the itineraries,
had lower prices in Travelocity. That
represented 30% ofthe total itineraries in the cost
comparison study. See Chart 4. 1 for the percent
breakdown for all itineraries.
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Chart 4.1








When the detail was broken down into domestic versus international itinerary
price comparisons, the numbers and percentageswere relatively close. See Chart 4.2.
As shown in Chart 4.2, twenty-nine percent ofall the domestic itineraries priced
lower in Travelocity and as indicated in Chart 4.3, twenty-eight percent ofthe
























When looking at the price comparisons closer, 20 out ofthe 150 itineraries, or
13% ofthe total, had pricing problems or discrepancies between the two systems. The
most common issues that arose were that the class of service booked in Travelocity was
not available in Sabre, and several ofthe non-major carriers, such as Southwest (WN),
were not able to be booked directly in Sabre. Those carriers have opted for a less
expensive flight display in the CRS that allows the flight schedule to appear but requires
the agent to call the airline directly to book the ticket. Travelocity has the advantage to
access the airline seats for booking on-line for these carriers.
Sixteen percent of all international itineraries had problems pricing in Sabre, after
being booked in Travelocity. Primarily the seatswere not available in the class of service
required. There were several instances where the itinerary had to be manually forced in
Sabre, because the connection did not show in the primary flight display, and thenwas
unable to price out.
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Chart 4.4
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An interesting detail that arose from the research was that although Travelocity
and Sabre were both affiliated with American Airlines until Spring 2000, the
predominant carrier that was displayed in 32% or 49 out ofthe 150 itinerarieswas United
Airlines. American Airlines had 27 ofthe 150 itineraries or 18%. Continental and Delta
both had 16 ofthe itineraries or 1 1%, Northwest had 1 1 or 7%, and the remaining carriers
made up the other 31 itineraries, the remaining 21%. Chart 4.4 shows the breakdown.
When looking at which airlines dominated in having the largest number ofpricing
discrepancies between the two systems, based on the itineraries in this study, United
Airlines led the group with
twenty-five itineraries in which either systemwas higher or
lower in price. The most consistent major carriers with only one pricing difference
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The results ofthis pricing comparison between Travelocity and Sabre
demonstrated that there are discrepancies in itinerary pricing from system to system
Although Sabre did have 6% ofthe lowest airfares for the sample itineraries, Travelocity
dominated in providing less expensive airfares in 30% ofall itineraries.
The results ofthis study show that yield management ofairline seat pricing is a
very fluid process. Some ofthe pricing discrepancies in the study could be attributed to
dynamic inventory changes for that particular flight during the booking process.
These findings and results do not necessarilymean that the consumer will get a
better deal using Travelocity over Sabre; however, the
systems'
ease ofuse and the
accessibility for theWeb user to choose their options without the influence of an
intermediary may become more prevalent in the future. The consumer now has the
ability to see what is available to them and make
their choice ofeither booking on-line or





As shown in this study, there are inconsistencies in the pricing ofthe same
itinerary between the two systems. This studywas conducted to bring an awareness to
pricing discrepancies that may be found between two different travel distribution systems
and provide recommendations for the consumer for future travel plans.
The study showed that in the comparison of simple itineraries priced between
Travelocity and Sabre, the itineraries in Travelocity were less expensive 30% ofthe time.
Sabre priced 6% ofall the itineraries at a lower fare. The remaining 64% ofthe itineraries
priced the same in both systems.
Recommendations from the results ofthis study would indicate that for simple
trips, without regard to schedule, timing, or carrier preference, Travelocity is a good
choice to provide options for air travel, however, the other criteria do have an influence
in the consumer buying decision.
Price
My research indicated that there was not a consistent pricing pattern between the
two systems. Even though the assumption may signal there is a distinct advantage to
booking on theWeb, further research must be performed to see ifthere is a consistent
price differential between the traditional CRS and web-based travel sites. Although I
discovered inconsistencies in my research, the exercise needs to be repeated to eliminate
other factors that may influence the results.
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Price is clearly an emerging value point for the consumer who books online. For
suppliers, selling over theWeb cuts their distribution costs by eliminating human
intervention, and in turn they are able to provide incentives to the customer who books
on-line. They very easily can use this as a marketing tool to attract direct sales through
Internet travel sites. As the study showed, 30% ofall the sample itineraries had less
expensive fares than the traditional CRS. Further research is recommended to compare
pricing between various travel web sites. This research may include looking at airline
sites versus web-based travel agencies, or compare pricing between online travel sites,
such as Travelocity versus Expedia.
Many other factors besides price influence the consumer buying process and these
will also play a role in how people book travel in the future.
Schedules
An area that may be researched in future studies is the impact of scheduling on
pricing between the traditional CRS and web-based travel sites. Is there any advantage
for the airlines to sell seats at a lower cost on-line for certain flight schedules that are
traditionally off-hours from business travel? Typically the early morning and late
afternoon flight schedules are established for the convenience ofbusiness travel. Could
the airlines capture more passengers by offering on-line incentives for taking alternate
flight times?
Convenience
Besides other factors, there is the convenience issue that will also need to be
addressed. What good is a great price on an airline ifyou cannot afford to leave on a
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moment's notice, or you must make three connections on your itinerary to get to your
final destination, taking you three times as long to arrive there?What ifyou select a
carrier that does not have an mterline agreement with other major carriers and you get
stuck? Where would you turn?
Further studies could look at the influence that convenience plays in the
purchasing process of airline tickets. Where is the point where cost-savings is more
important that travel time?
Buying Process
Future consideration and research will need to look at the effect ofhow booking
online versus through traditional distribution channelswill affect how the
airlines'
market
share may change and what affect it has on the buying process itself. The role ofthe
travel agent has historically been to provide options to their clients to choose from the
various carriers that service the destinations they need to fly to. Airlines aligned
themselveswith travel agencies to sell their product and recommend their flights as the
first choice. Howwill the airlines be able to influence the online consumer to only book
their flights or look for their flights first? It may prove worthwhile to explore what steps
the airlines will take in the world ofe-commerce to protect and grow their share.
Future research may look into the differences between booking online versus
through a travel agent for different client types. For simple transactions, such as a
roundtrip fromNYC to Chicago, it may be easy to book on-line. Ifthe itinerary becomes
complex, such as a multiple-stop international around-the-world itinerary, it may be in
the client's best interest to work through a knowledgeable and experienced travel
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professional to book the trip in order to provide recommendations for convenient
schedules and the reassurance that the itinerary is accurate.
A future study may investigate howmany simple trips and complex itineraries are
booked online versus through traditional channels. One may ask, what are the driving
forces for the client to buy that way.
Loyalty Programs
The most successful marketing scheme ever developed was the Frequent Flier
loyalty programs of the airlines. Who owns the customer - the airline or the travel agent?
A third party, such as the airline reservationist or travel agent may not influence the
decision ofwhich carrier to book online. Which mileage program the user belongs to may
be the influential factor in the decision making process. The control is now in the hands
ofthe consumer - or is it? The airlineswould like to take advantage ofthe influence that
their Frequent Flier program has on the consumer to control the buying decision.
Technology
Technologywill be a key factor in the decision-making process. While suppliers
are anxious to embrace technology to assist them in reducing distribution costs and
reaching the consumer directly, the real fight is in the relationship with the client. The
question becomes how can the technology ofthe Internet help the airlines
"own" then-
customers?
The Internet has certainly streamlined the process ofprocuring airfare information
for the general public, cutting through the barriers that exist with third party intervention.
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TheWeb allows the customer to collect more information and make choices he may not
have been able to make if influenced by the travel agent or airline reservationist.
Travelocity, as otherWeb sites, has a fast booking, 'lowest
fare"
search engine,
which makes it easier to find the cheapest airfare in the database, disregarding date, time,
or airline preference.
It is recommended that a closer look at the infrastructure ofweb-based travel sites
needs to be taken, to include capital investments and cost values in using this platform to
distribute airline seats.
The Role and Value of the Travel Agent
It has become crucial for travel agents to prove their worth and provide high-
quality information to their clients in order to succeed. It is recommended that further
research be done on the client loyalty factor and how the Internet travel siteswill be able
to compete with the traditional travel agent in the future. The value-added services that
travel agents provide to their clientswill need to be examined. Will Internet travel sites
be able to provide the same level of attention and service?
Ultimately, the Internet will become a market inwhich customers have better
information and the price ofairline tickets will become more competitive. The Internet
travel siteswill need to make their sites easy to use and provide the content that will
attract and keep consumers corning back to.
According to a survey conducted by NPD Online Research, Web userswill still
turn to traditional channels, including travel agents, to make their purchases until
then-
confidence is gained and trust is earned. Pricing and credit card security are top concerns
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for new Internet users, whereas more experiencedWeb users who opt to book offline
appear to need human contact for reassurance that their reservations are accurate.
The differentiation that will be most critical for the success for both travel agents
in the future and the Internet travel sites will be the customer service piece that each can
provide to their customers. It is believed that people will still call upon agencies because
oftheir need to validate the choices made and to have options offered that they may not
think of. The consumer also still wants someone to be there iftilings go wrong.
In conclusion, price is a major factor in the decision making process for air travel
The Internet is making great stride to provide an easy to use channel to book air travel.
There are bargains available on the Internet, ifthe client is looking only at price. As
more and more people are using the Internet to search out travel information, and as the
confidence in the
systems'
pricing and security grows, so will the number ofbookings
made on theWeb. Travel agents will not go away but their value in the equation will
evolve from order takers to travel service management experts in the future.
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Appendix A






CDG Paris, De Gaulle, France
CLT Charlotte, NC
CVG Cincinnati, OH
DCA Washington Reagon, DC
DEN Denver, CO
DFW Dallas-FortWorth, TX
DTW Detroit Metro, MI
EZE BuenosAires, Argentina
FCO Rome Fiumicino, Italy




LHR London Heathrow, United Kingdom
MAD Madrid, Spain
MCO Orlando Int'l FL
MEX Mexico City, Mexico
MIA Miami, Florida
MUC Munich, Germany
NRT Tokyo Narita, Japan
NYC NewYork, NY






SAN San Diego, CA
SCL Santiago, Chile
SEA Seattle Tacoma, WA



















HP America West Airlines








SY Sun Country Airlines
TP TAPAir Portugal
TW Trans World Airlines
TZ American Trans Air
UA United Airlines
US US Airways
vs Virgin Atlantic
WN Southwest Airlines
